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Safety questions plague Duncan Hall
building also named as fire hazard
It% 1ngela lull
lily stall NflICI

Hidden fire dangers have lurked in
Duncan Hall and the University Police
Deparunent building for more than a
year and SJSU officials have known
about them all along. Yet nothing has
changed.
It’s a bureaucratic stalemate.
Even though everyone seems to be
playing his designated role, this easilycleaned-up problem, a problem cited
by the California State Fire Marshal’s
office in January and again in
October’s inspection, hasn’t gone
away.
Debris, old boxes and janitorial
supplies are strewn in each of Duncan
Hall’s mechanical rooms on top of and
around motors and electrical boxes
which run the building’s ventilation
system.
If a spark from a motor ignited the
debris, smoke would be blown
throughout the building.
In the basement of the UPD building, a paper shredder, paper debris and
pieces of carpeting lie right next to
boilers for the heating system.
Why doesn’t somebody move it? It
seems to come down to who’s supposed to do it.
Officials in facilities development
and operations say they don’t have
space for the items.
Mechanical workers for the campus who maintain building equipment
say they can’t do anything because

they don’t know who owns the materials.
State fire inspectors have done all
they can do write up deficiency
reports and notify campus authorities
but with a reduced staff, follow-ups
are difficult.
Hank Hendrickson, SJSU director
of operations design and construction,
said that in cases like this, quickness
of action depends on the risks
involved.
"We have to weigh the risks," he
said. "If it’s a minimal risk, we have to
do what we’ve done in Duncan Hall
let it sit until we figure out what to
do with it."
Hendrickson admits FD&O has
been working on a solution for several
months.
When asked why the items can’t
just be disposed of, he said, "We have
to look at what’s really there, if it’s
really combustible and who it belongs
to.
"Because there’s a lack of space,
the departments and custodians store
stuff there unauthorized. I don’t really
know what’s in there," he said.
He also said he’s recently made
personal inspections of every mechanical room on campus.
"We think we have a solution to
Duncan Hall, but I don’t want to discuss the solution because the decision
hasn’t yet been made on certain space
allocations," he said.
FD&O has also looked into rekeying the locks on the titechzittlial

rooms’ doors so that "only FD&O
people can get in.
"No one really knows who has all
the keys," he said.
Some of the mechanical workers
say they’ve been complaining about
the mess for a year and a half.
"(FD&O) have been through the
buildings," Eugene Ludwico, SJSU
building service engineer for three
years, said.
"We’ve showed them, we’ve talked
to them. They say they’ll do something but nothing happens. We don’t
know who that material belongs to so
we can’t get rid of it."
According to the fire marshal’s
office, it’s the responsibility of the university officials to clear up items noted
as deficiencies.
"We don’t issue citations or fines
on state-owned buildings," Jim Palisi,
a supervisor in the fire marshal’s
office, said.
And now that the state budget has
caused cutbacks in deputies and
inspectors, annual inspections required
by law will still be made, but followup is difficult.
"I don’t know what more I could
do other than go over there and hold
their hand," Linda Pappas said. Pappas
is the state inspector who did the
October inspection of SJSt
"(FD&O) always say ’Well, where
are we going to put this star’ and I
tell them I don’t care just get rid of
it. They Away, is they don’t have
room," she said

Fire Marshal’s
warning calls
for cleaning up
motor rooms
By Angela Hill
Duly staff wnter
A yellowed February 1991 Spartan
Daily lies on the floor in one ot
Duncan Hall’s 12 mechanical room,
crammed up against an electrical boy
Old boxes of paper towels, piece,
of crates, plastic bottles, janitorial sup
plies and paper debris are piled around
and even on the electric motors which
turn the giant fans for Duncan Hall’s
ventilation system.
The date on the newspaper tells just
how long these risky conditions have
been ignored.
"This is the kind of thing where, if
there really is a disaster, people ask
why there wasn’t anything done about
it," Eugene Ludwico. SIM) building
service engineer, said.
Even though there are separate ventilation fans in each of the two
mechanical rooms on every floor iit
Duncan Flail. if something caught fire
in any one 01 the rooms, smoke would
be sucked into the whole system,
according to Geonie Raven, refrigeration mechanic at SJSI I for 13 years.
See DU \(
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Boxes of paper towels crowd a ventilation fan in a machine room

Budget compromises .fire safety
By Angela I lilt
Daily staff wrzi,r
The budget strikes students again
even in indirect ways such as by
cutbacks in the California State Fire
Marshal’s office.
With fewer deputies to follow up
on annual inspections and ensure compliance to fire codes and with slow
response to these recommendations by

SJSU, safety on campus may be an
open question.
"As of Nov. I, we just lost 20
deputies statewide," Jim Palisi. supervisor of plan review in the fire marshal’s office, said.
SJSU is under the coastal counties
jurisdiction which serves 16 counties.
"We went from 125 deputies and
sworn staff to 105 and there’s another
See FIRE, Page 3
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Nicole Petersen, 2, waits next to her mother, Teresa Orozco, who
is playing the flute with the San Jose Municipal Band during
Monday’s eteran’s I my parade downtown on Santa (lam Street.
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SJSU ROTC students demonstrate strategic fighting technique for a rapt crowd during a dramatic pause in the testi% ities

Veteran’s Day parade brings thousands out to honor fallen and forgotten
By Traci Deguchi
).11IN, si

More than 100.000 people lined
downtown streets and crowded Plaia
Park Monday to observe the festivities honoring a rad of every comm.
. history - war veterans.
Inc of the observers, veteran
I lethal Burnett, stood stoically at the
curb of 4th and East Santa Clara
streets Monday afternoon, watching
a slow procession of marching bands
and waving youngsters.
An army Velerall of World War II,

Burnett has seen many parades pass
through downtown San Jose, and at
the annual Veteran’s Day parade, he
stood by himself on the sidewalk
instead of riding along with the rest
of his division.
"It’s real good weather for a
parade," Burnett said. "The turnout is
pretty good."
As the 77 -year-old Sa111,1 Clara
resident discussed the days he served
from Alaska to the Philippines. he
waved at the throngs 01 people
marching by
"Some 01 Mese guys come every

year," Burnett said.
Earlier in the parade, groups Iron)
the Islam Brigade, Desert Stonn veterans and Korean War Veterans
Association stepped along the
crowded streets, most dressed in
their formal uniforms and patriotic
colors.
Children spent their day off from
school waving American flags and
siuing on the street curbsides in the
traditional parade style. All groups
were given a salute by police ()dicers
and fellow military personnel as they
proceeded by horses, cal s and on

CSU Chancellor Munitz says SJSU well on
its way to finding presidential replacement
By Robert I trneekbammer
may
Barr) Munoz. ii ho made an
appearance kidi it SJS11 to speak
with the Presidential Selection
Advisory Committee. said are ciunpus
iv ;II along Ow isali to finding a new
1 he Califoinia State 1 Iniversity
chant cilia, whose visit was
announced lust ’I bolos below his
arrival dui Inc a piess Lonteien, e with
Interim 5151 Piesident I.I landel

1..%ans. said theme were -BO problems"
during the two-hour long meeting and
that "a SN hole lot was accomplished."
Mimi, said that the committee
came up %% oh a rudimentary job
tic’s_i lotion toi the new president.
But he said I iii a inure important
goal ol the uuiecliuiti was to "unify" the
%% Ilk Ii met for
sele, no ,
the litsi tinic hun my the session.
I
to get to know
II 1,010 hcliCi, 1)uuiild woik
weenie’ as a pour)." N1111111/ said
lit added that the licsit step is to eel

.111 0111sIde LOW:1111:1111
I 01111111110i s’.0

\S all the

that the loll kis...ippon
s an be
lot SJS1
fine timed and shape net.1 up" ( /lice
that is !unshed, he suit, the committee
will ’vein to ticcept nominations :mil
app11-111ons liii the position
(
appli..1110IN are re% meal, the
L
i manatee will select ahoiii
411 mph, .inis tor personal interviews
ilug the candidates,
Allci
the 1,11111111W Plan, to bring two or
thits to !he (’St li(xtrd ol Trustees tor
Iinal appimal.

..11,1 15
Hits is
aerospace engineering major Sonn
Cruz, who had just arrived Iron his
noon class.
’"I’he parade brings the containi.
ty together. Everyone’s more patriotic this year especially. after Desert
Storm," he said.
Cruz and fellow SJ St I student.
Chen. an 18-year-old civil engineering major stood discussing the
automobiles, but then their conversation was suddenly diverted
Approximately 10 to .N11.,,a,and
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See related POW-MI.1 slurs and
photos on page S
other large military vehicles made
their way down the street. grinding
and pounding in an impressive show
One tank, which caught tlie surpnw of man’, onlookers, dnwe taster
than the others Just as it came Yr ;thin
a lew feet oi hating the tank in front
(it it, it stopped.
Suddenly, from the back of the
motionless tank, eight people in

taugues rushed out \
tour on
each side of the tank. Ow) tcll to the
ground and laced the crowd with
their guns.
Kids were tickled h% the mock
attack, and as the procession ended,
the crowd began to disperse. with
some ol them drilling tifito Plata
Park.
With informational stands from
the Army, Marines and the National
League of POW -MIA families, the
park kept spectators interested as live
entertainment continued the festivities into the late aftennwin

First Amendment, pornography square
off in debate scheduled for Wednesda
A debate on pomograph( %%ill he
held Wednesday as pan ol a series (il
discussions in observation of the
bicentennial of the llnited State’s Bill
of Rights.
Laurie Mason, Imo essor of media
1,1( in the Si 11001
iournalism and
,
,\ lb Iv modcr
us
am., the disk fission hi’. Ii will include
.1 ’iii’ with Chandra Burnham» and
Nut ltick Matirechat of the S.M.’
n’s Resource Center and
N iii Ili Nuger of the Ma schoi)lol
political science.

Some oh the topics ol debate
include whether pornography is a
cause of violence against women.
whether pornography is a substitute
lor anti social behavior, and whether
pornography should he protected
speech under the First Amendment.
Mere will also he a s Rico 1,w...111:Ilion dealing %%ith thc isslu utpoolog
raphy and % olence
’Fhe debate will tse hcld at I 2 1()
p.m. at Sweeney Hall, room 100.
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EDITORIAL
No money? Spend more
Bush has
president
called upon
Americans to spend
money they don’t
have on products
they don’t need to shore up a
sagging economy that could
threaten his re-election in
1992.
We might welcome this new concern
for the domestic scene from a president
who has devoted much of his time to a
short, vicious war against Iraq to save
United States oil rights and to bail out the
beleaguered, if not very democratic,
nation of Kuwait.
Bush was hard put to justify his call to
a spending spree, largely because it’s so
inconsistent with our government’s huge
outlays and its ineffectiveness in
providing solutions to the current harsh
realities
He knows the government is closing
military bases. Surely he also knows that
towns like Monterey will lose nearly
13,000 consumers when Fort Ord shuts
down. Businesses in surrounding
communities will close for lack of buyers
long before the proposed California State
University campus is fully installed.
As the private sector lays off more
people and the unemployment rate
grows. Bush’s response was to veto a
Congressional measure to extend
unemployment benefits.
The bills don’t go away when you
lose your job. Voracious loan holders
send their notices to the employed and
unemployed alike. Insurance company
premiums are high whether times are
tough or easy. The mortgage and rent
notices continue to come in, regardless of

employment status. Medical bills go into
collections and gather interest for those
unlucky enough to be jobless and ill at
the same time.
We pay for these necessities under
duress. Add them up and it leaves little
money for the thrill of Mervyn’s. Macy’s
or Nordstroms.
Other reasons besides extreme
poverty may keep would-be big spenders
from consuming as Bush would like.
Many with money prefer to make do
with a trusty old car than with the new
American models that break down at the
first left-turn lane. And the principle of
thrift induces some to save for the
proverbial rainy day.
Bush and former President Ronald
Reagan railed against a spendthrift
Congress whose social programs, they
said, were crippling the economy. Now
Bush encourages those who have no
money to go further into debt.
But those social programs, expoiso
as they were, provided more people with
more jobs. In fact, the money goes where
the government goes, in peace as well as
in war.
Those who disagree should recall that
the Department of Defense financed the
production of the first mainframe
computer. Even since World War II,
companies have hungered after lucrative
DOD contracts.
We also sense that Bush has redefined
that our obligation has
patriotism
shifted from waving the flag and tying
yellow ribbons to parting with the money
that is so hard to come by these days.
Unless the government restores the
social programs that helped and
employed so many, no one will have the
money for his suggested spending spree.
To appeal to patriotism, Bush should
avoid the color green and stay with the
red, white and blue.

SO ... WHAT’S YOUR
Brooke Shelby Biggs
POINT?
Fear breeds AIDS paranoia
shame, America. As the
For
country continues to reel at the
news that Magic Johnson’s
legendary career is over and that
Los Angeles Laker basketball
former
the
superstar is infected with HIV, there is a
so much more profound tragedy
unravelling.
It is clear that the American public
never got beyond junior high school
when it comes to social enlightenment.
Indeed, people are acting like the
titillated, gleefully morbid jerks I sat
with through home economics.
It’s just amazing that after 10 years of
the AIDS epidemic, people still refuse to
educate themselves, still refuse to let go
of the misconception that AIDS is a "gay
disease" or that people infected with the
virus are people to fear and avoid.
And shame on Magic Johnson for not
informing himself on the dynamics of the
issue.
Sure, it’s great if more people get
tested. It’s great if people are more
careful now. It’s great if this new
spotlight on AIDS furthers research and
funding for the disease.
But Magic didn’t think before he
named himself spokesman for the HIV
virus, and he’s done more damage than
good so far.
He has been vague on the facts, and
worse, has added flame to the anti-gay
AIDS phobia that continues to hamper
movement toward a cure and toward
compassion and care for the millions of
people already infected with the HIV
virus.
Indeed, he was brave to admit he
carries a virus with an immense social
stigma attached.
The sad thing is, the first question out
of everyone’s mouths was, "How did he
get it?"
I listened as a roar of approval erupted
from the "Arsenio Hall Show" crowd

when it heard Johnson say, "I’m far from
being gay."
let’s celebrate American
Hooray
bigotry.
Magic’s message is that "AIDS is not
a gay disease even straight people can
get it." Great. Does that mean public
apathy was acceptable as long as straight
people were (supposedly) exempt?
A friend, and I use that term lightly,
thinking he was sounding just so very
progressive, said, "It used to be just gays
and IV drug users who got AIDS. Now
people arc finding out that it’s not just
the dregs of society who get it anymore. Cough.
Even worse, the media has gone on a
feeding frenzy ostensibly to educate
the public, but in fact supplying it with
more paranoia fodder.
CNN has been proudly carrying the
banner at the from of the exploitation and
sensationalization parade. Thcy actually
did a four-minute hysteria piece asking.
"Could other pro basketball players have
gotten infected by Johnson when they
were involved in a collision on the court?
Could their blood have mixed?"
Yeah, right.
At a time when it looked like AIDS
had lost some of its stigma, the media
has given the public more ammunition.
AIDS patients and perfectly healthy
people with HIV are again monsters to
fear
It’s a terribly sad time in the life of
Magic Johnson, indeed. Maybe even for
the history of basketball.
But that’s a drop in the bucket when it
is apparent that the last week has set the
civil rights movement back a full decade
That could be deadly to millions.
Maybe even to someone you know.
Brooke Shelby Biggs is the Daily
executive editor. lier column appears
every Tuesday.

Nims Room (408) 924-3280
FAx 924-3282
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CAMPUS VIEWPOINT

Christopher Williams

Making plastic ’environmentally friendly’
ave you ever wondered why, after
all of the Earth Day events and
"environmentally friendly" product introductions, you still see styrolbam in the cafeteria and local restaurants?
I’ve wondered the same thing myself.
Well it’s time to wake up and smell the coffee, folks and take another look at that
"CFC free" styro coffee cup or takeout food
box.
There is a new breed of environmentalists
out there now, and they represent corporations that arc interested in tapping the
immense and growing demand for "green"
products. With a few marketing changes,
even styrofoam food and beverage contain..:rs (known as "polystyrene foam") can
lyconie "environmentally friendly" practically overnight.
In re-educating consumers about styro
and other "disposable" plastics, manufacturers and distributors have relied heavily. on
oversimplified "facts" about plastic versus
paper packaging in terms of their relative
impacts on energy, resources and solid
waste. Where valid scientific studies are
cited, data is often presented out of context.
The result is that consumers are being misinformed; public health and long-term societal
benefits are being traded for short-term gains
in corporate profit and public relations.
Consider the documented, verifiable facts
about polystyrene foam (PSF):
). Polystyrene is made by combining
benzene, a hazardous by-product of
petroleum production, with natural gas and
ethylene. The primary byproducts of
polystyrene manufacturing are ethylbenzene
and styrene monomer, both of which are
restricted hazardous wastes under EPA regulations.
). PSF is made by infusing the plastic
with a gas to create a foam.
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFC’s) destroy the
ozone layer in Earth’s upper atmosphere that
protects us from ultraviolet (UV) radiation,
and are therefore being phased out as a
H

foaming agent. The substitute is pentane, a
highly flammable hydrocarbon gas that contributes to smog in the presence of UV.
Increased UV and air pollution means more
skin and lung cancer.
I). Laboratory tests by researchers in the
United States, Canada, U.S.S.R., and the
U.N.’s World Health Organization show
conclusively that styrene residue contaminates foods and beverages packaged in PSF.
Milk, yogurt, coffee, tea, plain water and
solid foods are all susceptible to this effect.
)Styrene is a toxin that accumulates in
body fat, so each new exposure adds to the
sum of all previous exposures until a threshold of illness is reached. Disorders of human
immune, circulatory and nervous systems
have been observed at low to moderate levels of exposure.
> Styrene was found in 100 percent of
the samples analyzed in the EPA’s recent
Human Adipose Tissue survey. Evidence
indicates that the average level of styrene in
human body fat is increasing.
> There is currently no economic basis
for recycling food-soiled PSF. We, the consumers, are expected to bear the high cost of
collecting, sorting, cleaning, compacting and
transporting the material. As if that weren’t
discouraging enough, the value of "post-consumer" (used) PSF is relatively low, due to
the fact that virgin (new) polystyrene resin is
cheap.
). When PSF is actually recycled, it is
not made into new food service product% It’s
made into park benches, license plate frames
and yo-yo’s. This may seem like a great
idea, but it’s actually a sophisticated game of
hide-and-seek that does not solve the overall
problem. It simply guarantees an endless
stream of new PSF food and beverage containers made from petroleum, a non-renewable resource.
"OK," you say, "the problems with styro
seem clear enough, but what about the solutions?" That’s a great question, and more of
us should be asking it. The answer actually

involves a variety of solutions.
First, re-usables are much more efficient
than disposables. A light wash and wipe is
all that is required for most personal coffee
mugs and food utensils, which can be reused
indefinitely. For cafeterias and restaurants,
the environmental impact of dishwashing
can be reduced with heat -exchangers on
drain lines and reclamation of wastewater
and solids from sewage treatment plants for
composting.
Second, disposable paper products are
more environmentally friendly than disposable plastics in most situations. Paper can be
recycled, composted or incinerated, allowing
greater flexibility in solid -waste planning.
Paper also has the potential to be made from
non-timber sources such as recycled paper,
reeds, hemp or other fibrous biomass. Are
you worried about dioxin? Paper can be
bleached with oxygen or hydrogen peroxide
instead of chlorine, or not bleached at all,
eliminating the dioxin problem completely.
Third, plastics don’t have to be derived
from petroleum. They can be made from cellulose and other renewable sources. Recent
advances have been made in manufacturing
plastics from potato wastes and from bacterial conversion, for example. Truly biodegradable plastics made from renewable resources
hold a lot of promise.
"Reduce, reuse, and recycle" is not a
meaningless slogan. It is a sensible and
accepted system of priorities for achieving
economic and environmental sustainability
in our society. Just remember, you have the
power of personal choice. Just say "no" to
styro and other wasteful plastic packaging
Christopher Williams is an
Environmental Studies major at SJSU.
Mr. Williams has seven years of
experience as an environmental
advocate, with a special emphasis on
education and public policy relating to
energy and solid waste issues.

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily Forum page. Contributions to
the page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and others who
are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum page must be turned in to the
Letters to the Editor box in the Spartan Daily newsroom, WLN 104.
during office hours. Submissions may also be mailed to the Forum
Editor, the Spartan Daily, department of mass communications, San
Jose State University, San Jose, CA 95192-0149. Articles and letters
mast contain the author’s name, phone number, address, class standing and major (if a student).

Contributions mast he typed or submitted on 3.5" Macintosh-compatible disc (Microsoft Word).
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily and will be
edited for grammar, libel, spelling and length.
Categories available to non -Daily staffers are:
Campus voice: 300-5(X) word essays on current campus, political
or personal issues. Submissions should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words responding to Spartan Daily
articles, or calling attention to a particular issue or point of view.
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COL L EG E REPUBLICANS:
Annual meeting, S p ni., A.S. Council
Chambers, call 247-0642.
IIBA: Hispanic Business Assoc.
general meeting, 6:30 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room, call 924-2707.
PRSSA: Public Relations Student
Society of America meeting & special
election, 7 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Room, call 971-9400.
THEATRE ARTS DEPT.: "Holy
Ghosts: A play by Romulus Linney,"
1230 p.m., Studio Theatre @ HGH
103, call 924-4530.
CA RITA PLANNING &
PI.A( :EMENT: Co-op orientation,
12:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room, call

924 6033
CHEMISTRY DErF.: Seminar on
"the synthesis & behavior of the
Peropyrene family of Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons" by Dr. John
Fetter of Chevron Research, 4:30 p.m
OH 250, call 924-5000.
SCTA: Student California Teachers
Assoc.: Information about CTA
benefits from Debbie Edington,
representative of the California
Teachers Assoc, noon. SH 331, call
379-7826.
ASIAN -AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Games & activities night, 7 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Room, call 295-5360 or
286.6427.
ART DEPT.: Student galleries art
shows, through Nov. 15.9 a.m.. ART
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galleries; Student galleries art shows
reception, 6 p.m. ART; Lecture series:
Tracy Cooper, art historian, on
"Researching the Renaissance in the
Post.Modern era," 5 p.m.. ART 133;
"(Jut of Context" Design faculty
reception, 6 p.m., through Dec. 12,
ART Gallery One, call 924-4328 or
924-4330.

A4-9/vt-sofw,3
DELTA SIGMA THE IA: Speaker:
June H. Williams of Stanford on "The
tools of empowerment." 7 p.m.. OLD
SCI 142, call 224-6968.
S.T.E.M.: Students To Expose Munitz
present: "Who Bombed Judi Bari," a
video on the F.B.I. coverup of a 1990
car bombing in Oakland, noon, S.U.

Guadalupe Room, call 448 1768 or
951-3598
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Brown bag lunch:
"Finding a mentor," noon, S.U.
Montalvo Room, call 924-5931.
AAFSA: African American Faculty &
Staff Assoc. weekly meeting, noon.
WSQ 215. call 924-1615.
ART DEFT.: Student galleries art
shows, through Nov. 15,9 Lm., ART
galleries, "Out of Context" Design
faculty reception. 6 p.m., through Dec.
12, ART Gallery One, call 924-4328 or
924-4330.
CAREER PLANNING &
PLACEMENT: "ABC’s of teaching
careers," 12:30 p.m.. S.U. Almaden
Room, call 924-6033.
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PtioNE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

BAPTIST STUDENT
MINISTRIES: Sack lunch gettogether. 11.30 a.m.. BBQ pit next to
CCIi. call 923-5838.
STUDENT HOMELESS
ALLIANCE: Speaker on housing
crisis: Robert Schaefer, professor of
Sociology, 6 p.m.. DMH 226B, call
335-7039.
FANTASY/STRATEGY CLUB:
"Paranoia," "AD&D" and "Starfleet
Battles," 5:30 p.m., S.U. Costanoan
Room, call 924-7097.
A ISES: American Indian Science &
Engineers Society general information
meeting, 12:30 p.m., ENG 366, call
286-5532.
BILL OF RIGHTS
CENTENNIAL OBSERVATION:

PORNography debate and discussion
of First Amendment, 12 30 p.m.. SH
100, call 924 3266 or 924 1334.
THEATRE ARTS DEPT.: "Holy
Ghosts. A play by Romulus Limey."
12:30 p.m., Studio Theatre (0 HGH
103, call 924 4530
PORTUGESE STUDENT
ASSOC./CLUBE LUSITANIA:
General meeting, 2:30 p.m., S.0
Montalvo Room, call 946-2560.
A.L.E.R.T.: Weekly meeting, 6 p.m..
EOP Tutorial Area, 924-2591
SJSU JAZZ DANCE
ENSEMBLE: Studio hour
presentation on Bob Fosse. 12.30 p.m.,
Studio Theater @ HGH 103, call 2362162.

California environmental groups launch attack on Bush Wetlands policy
LOS ANGELES (AP) A coalition of 70
California environmental groups and members
of the state’s congressional delegation Monday
launched an attack on President Bush’s proposed changes in rules that protect wetlands.
The newly formed Campaign to Save
California Wetlands accused Bush of lying in
Lis campaign promise to permit no net loss of
America’s wetlands, and of acquiescing to
developers’ interests in using the land.
The battle over America’s marshes, bogs
and swamps erupted into a hot environmental
issue when Bush announced on Aug. 9 a pro-

posal to change the rules in a manual which
federal agencies use to define wetlands.
The rule change and legislation now in
Congress were denounced by the coalition at a
press conference in Playa del Rey on the edge
of the 175 -acre Ballona Wetlands on the coast
near Los Angeles International Airport.
"Wetlands serve as the nursery grounds for
the entire ocean," said actor Ted Danson,
founder of the environmental American
Oceans Campaign.
"What’s happening right now in
Washington is that business interests have con-

vinccd President Bush and the administration
that wetlands are not that necessary and what
we should be doing is developing these and
taking off the environmental strictures on
them," said Danson.
U.S. Rep. Barbara Boxer, D-Marin, labeled
the administration moves a "sneak attack"
which could result in the loss of 10 million to
30 million acres of wetlands to development
nationwide.
She also attacked bills introduced in the
Senate by Sen. John Breaux and in the House by
Rep. James Hayes, both Louisiana Democrats.

FIRE
From Front Page
lay-off coming in December," Palisi
said. "We’re down to one arson-bomb
investigator for 16 counties. One of
the arson investigators was demoted.
He was one of the main investigators
in the Moulder (Hall) fur."
Although annual inspection of
buildings such as residence halls,
highriscs and medical facilities are
required by law and will continue, following -up to make sure corrections
are made may be greatly reduced.
"The work load that we have is
tremendous," Linda Pappas, the state

fire inspector for SJSU’s most recent
evaluation, said.
"Your campus doesn’t have its own
fire marshal like a lot of campuses
do," she said.
All University of California campuses have a resident fire marshal and
two campuses even have their own
fire departments, Santa Cruz and
Davis, but CSU campuses don’t.
"What’s more important, lives or
somebody’s money?" Palisi said.
Most of the remaining deputies
have taken five -percent pay cuts and
more are expected.

"We have a deputy assigned to San
Jose State right now. If she’s laid off,
we’ll do the best we can to fill that
position," Palisi said.
Andy Ramos, in SJSU’s department of environmental health and
safety, thinks the slate follow up system is already poor.
"With no follow up there’s no
incentive," he said. "If Cal -OSHA
came in, they’d give us 10 days to
clean it up and you can be sure they’d
be back."
With the cutbacks, he fears it will
be even worse.

lied. Courts might say, ’Why didn’t
you do anything about it."
On the sixth floor, many janitorial
supplies arc stored. A floor polisher
with a rechargeable battery is often
left there. According to Ludwico, if
the battery were to explode during
recharging, it would send toxic fumes
through the air ducts.
At least a three-foot clearance
around the electrical boxes is required
by law. Stored equipment and pieces
of cardboard are leaning against some
of these boxes.
"These are mechanisms that go
back and forth arid make electrical

contact and sometimes spark,"
Ludwico said.
"We’ve been trying to get facilities
to change the kx:ks on these doors to
the mechanical rooms but nobody’s
done anything."
Andy Ramos, of SJSU’s environmental health and safety office, sees
no excuse for this.
"As a state agency, we have an
obligation to be a model for compliance," he said. "There’s no question
these things should be disposed of."
Ludwico can’t understand the
delay either. "It’s been at least a year
and a half," he said.

DUNCAN
From Front Page
alarm in this building, all the floors
would be full of smoke," Raveuo said.
"All these fan rooms have common
shafts, from the basement up. It’d go
through the whole building."
Although these conditions have
been cited in California State Fire
Marshal’s reports in January and again
in October, the marshal’s office can’t
impose fines or force compliance.
"The reprimanding could come out
in court," Jim Pabst, supervisor in the
marshal’s office, said.
"If something happens, deficiencies were noted and the campus noti-

-Fhe bills would limit the role of the
Environmental Protection Agency in regulation
of wetlands, rank wetlands by value and allow
destruction of a wetland if the developer
restored another wetland.
Boxer released a letter signed by 14 members
of the state’s congressional delegation urging
other representatives to reject the House bill.
Bush has "broken his repeated campaign
promises to protect America’s wetlands and he
has renounced his commitment to a no-net -loss
policy with regard to our wetlands," said Rep.
Mel Levine, D-Los Angeles.

Bush has defended hi, new policy under the
rationale of balancing economic and environmental needs. "A pothole in the backyard is
not a wetland," he told reporters in August.
Michael Deland, the chairman of the president’s Council on Environmental Quality, has
said the proposed manual changes are intended
to eliminate an undetermined amount of "areas
that are not functioning as wetlands."
The Campaign to Save California Wetlands
contends that California’s seasonal wetlands
would become particularly at risk under the
new rules.

Study: short people may have slightly
increased risk of heart attacks
ANAHEIM, Calit. (AP)
Add
one more injustice to life’s unfairnesses: Short people are more likely to suffer heart attacks.
"The taller you are, the less is your
risk of heart attack," said Dr. Patricia
Hebert, who presented a study on the
subject Monday.
For every extra inch of height, she
found, people’s heart attack risk goes
down 3 percent. This means that
someone 5 -foot-10 is 9 percent less
likely than someone 5-foot-7 to suffer
a heart attack.
So what should short folks do
about it? Just try harder, the experts
recommend.
"I wish I was taller," quipped 5 foot -9 Dr. Michael R. Rosen of
Columbia University.
However, he and others suggested

that shorter folks pay more JUJU...ion 10
reducing their risk by concentrating on
factors under their control, such as
cholesterol and blood pressure.
"Hopefully, short people will exercise more and cat better to get around
it that way," said Rosen.
The study was released at the annual scientific meeting of the American
Heart Association. It was conducted
by Hebert and colleagues from the
Physicians’ Health Study at Brigham
and Women’s Hospital in Boston.
In the study, men under 5 -foot -7
had about 70 percent more heart
attacks than those over 6-foot-1.
Just why this is so is unclear.
However, short people niight be at
higher risk because their blood vessels
are skinnier, so they are more prone to
becoming clogged.

the re,earchers cautioned that just
being tall is no guarantee of escaping
heart trouble. Loftier folks should still
watch their diets and blood pressures,
among other things.
The study was based on a survey,
begun in 1982, of the health of 22,071
male doctors from across the United
States. The primary goal was to check
the effects of taking aspirin, which
turned out to reduce the risk of a heart
attack by 44 percent.
However, the researchers used the
huge amount of data collected to
review other links with heart disease.
Several factors increase the risk of
heart attacks. The principal ones are
smoking, high cholesterol, diabetes
and high blood pressure."These findings appear to be generalizable to
women as well as men," said Hebert.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

BLOW OUT SALE
MONDAY - THURSDAY
NOV. 11 - NOV. 14
STUDENT UNION - UMUNHUM ROOM

AT LEAST

50% OFF*
ALL ITEMS
A1.1. SALES FINAL - NO RETURNS OR EXCHANGES. LIMITED TO STOCK ON
HAND - NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT

SALE HOURS:
9:00am - 3:00pm
924-1800

Get Your Free
Winter Session
Schedule
at
ADM 107
Admissions and Records
Student Union Information Center
Advance Registration Deadline:
’Thursday, December 12, 1991
Classes Begin January 2, 1992
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Scorsese’s
new film
’Cape Fear’
spins a web
of intrigue

FEATURES

SPA1HAN DAILY

Villasetior’s latest ’Rain of Gold’
as one about gold raining down mountains and butterflies that are angels.
But Villasenor received a shock
when he discovered on his first day of
school that the rest of the world
weren’t Mexicans as well. Worse still,
he had to speak English.When he saw:
the racial discrimination inflicted upon
Mexican Americans because of stereotyping and ignorance, he felt enraged.
Although life wasn’t easy in the
barrio, his parents were always optimistic. "Every day they thanked God
that they’d made it one more day," he
says of his parents, who had just barely escaped the horrors of the Mexican
Revolution.
Villasenor’s grandparents had 19
children, five of whom did not survive. Of the three sons to go to the
Mexican Revolution, Villasenor’s
father was one of the survivors. His
grandfather died of alcoholism fed by
his depression over the loss of his two
sons.
Villasenor said that as a Catholic,
his grandmother had a very "special"
relationship with the Virgin Mary.
Although she had lost 11 children, she
would come out of the church laughing and saying the Virgin Mary had
been telling her dirty jokes again.
Villasenor hypothesized that people
sometimes hallucinate to survive hardship.
Villasenor was emotional when he
spoke. Sometimes seated, SOMCLIIIICS
standing, he used his hands and dramatic word choices.
He was humorous at times too.
When he tells of his first positive
experience reading hooks in Vcvico,
. ( )K.
he said he "thought hooks

"It takes more guts
to have rage and
not kill."
Victor Villasenor
By Emma Burgess

AP -- It is impossible to discuss
Martin Scorsese’s udated "Cape
Fear," starring Nick Nolte and Robert
De Niro, without making comparisons
to the original 1962 movie which
starred Gregory Peck and Robert
Mitchum.
Where one mirrored a basic and
simple struggle between good and
evil, the other spins a web of marital
infidelity, a lawyer’s unethical conduct, adolescent sexuality and religious mania.
And it is that blend of fraility, lust
and rage that makes Scorsese’s film a
horrific tableaux of the human condition. 1-It pushes all the right buttons to
Propel us to the edge tif our seats and
to keep us in a constant state of
uneasiness, and he’s pushed all the
right buttons to make this movie a
strong Academy Award contender.
Scorsesc’s camera is never stag mint. His visual sweeps are breathtaking from the watery, opening title
sequence to the filmed negatives used
in a love -making scene to a houseboat
thrashing in a boiling river. Freddie
Francis’ photography is exquisite
throughout.
As Max Cady, the ex -convict who
terrorizes a family, De Niro is downright frightening. With his oily hair,
tacky Polyester shims, white shoes and
white cap, he’s skazepersonified.
rage conies in violent and demon’,
eruptions. He savagely rapes, bear and cannibalizes a woman, tearing
chunk of flesh from her check with
grim delight.
Mitchum, in the same role, wa
scary in a disarming way he made u
feel uncomfortable, threatened but not
terrified.
Much of De Niro’s character
seems drawn from his portrayal of the
crazed Vietnam veteran in Scorscse’s
"Taxi Driver."
There arc similar elements of business such as the constant attention to
body-building and weight-lifting.
And De Niro is in fine, physical
form. He’s more muscular, more
tapered..For the role, his body is
tatooed with religious rantings about
revenge.
Cady, a psychopath convicted of
rape and assault, has been released
from prison where he served 14 years
because his public defender, Sam
Bowden (Nolte), deliberately withheld
evidence that could have saved him.
He returns to the sleepy North
Carolina town and plans to make
Bowden pay for all those years, so he
can "learn something about loss."
Cady is, by his own description.
"Pentacostal Cracker" who stalks the
Bowden family with a special eye for
15 -year-old Danielle Bowden (Juliette
Lewis), a brooding and rebellious
nymphet.
At first, the harassment is subtle
buying ice cream for the Bowdcns,
sitting on a fence on the other side of
their property (Cady learned how to
read while in prison especially law
books and knows all about trespassing).
Then he ups the ante: The Bowden
dog is poisoned and dies; he calls
Danielle at home, posing as her drama
teacher, and begins to seduce her with
passages front Henry Miller’s
"Sexus," later tricking her into meeting him at a deserted school theater.
But it doesn’t end there. Bowden
sets a trap to lure Cady to his home. A
bloody battle climaxes in a series of
bloody and thrilling scenes aboard a
houseboat in Cape Fear.
De Niro is an actor of such II1C1C(ilrange and depth. But his
’tacker" accent is not at all believ-

e

Nolte, in the role originated by
tilers the proper balance to die
pl(lsiAe and maniacal Cady. As
eigh Bowden, Jessica Lange conii,:
ues to impress with her antic:
but strong performances.
And then there’s the marveloii
casting of Peck and Mitchum
cameo roles, Peck as a fire and brim,
stone lawyer and Mitchum as al. ’
lieutenant. Campy but great.
’Hie Universal Pictures’ 1
A as produced by Barbara D,
ith Kathleen Kennedy and Frank
Marshall as executive producers. It
iated R for graphic violence.
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Victor Villasenor, author of the
novel "Rain of Gold," told an audience Thursday that he had been "one sixteenth of an inch away from being a
murderer in prison."
His lecture’s primary message
reflected his novel’s: that no one
should look down his nose at people
living on the street because we all
have the potential to be exactly in their
place.
Villasenor was at Le Petit Trianon
Theater in San Jose to talk about his
newly released book, "Rain of Gold."
Although he didn’t read a passage
from the book, he discussed its contents, his life, how he came to write
the book and the difficulties he faced
in doing so.
The theater was packed, and people
of all ethnicities listened intently.
Villasenor said that the saga of his predecessors is universal.
"What happens to one human
being, in a way, has happened to all of
Born of Mexican parents in the barrio of Carlsbad. Calif., Villasenor
spoke almost no English before he
attended his first day of school.
He had grown up with the beautiful
’ ’hood stories of his mother, such

Publicity photo

Bump some politcal elbows in Sacramento
Two lucky students can
spend a senzester in the
capitol and earn 12 units
Ity kngela Hill
rii NMI
Here’s a chance for two SJSU students to rub some legislative elbows
and earn some units at the same time
this spring.
It’s through the Sacramento
Semester Program offered by the political science department. Students can
still apply for the 12 units of internship

and coirsework through Nov. 18. And
for the first time, two $2,0(X) scholarships are available.
"It’s a rare opportunity to be actually accepted in the legislature or in
political committees," Julie Wynn, a
veteran from last semester’s course
and a senior in political science, said.
"It could never he that way again. Of
course you’re a peon at first, but at
least you’re there."

MUSIC
REVIEW

"I -or My Broken I lean"
Rebi
McEntire
(AP) Rebus bumming.
In an interesting move, Reba
McEntire seems to have forestalled
her hankering for Dolly Parson-like
mainstream visibility to record this
album of downbeat, occasionally
hokey, sometimes touching songs.
Perhaps the mood swing is due to
the plane accident that claimed the
lives of the majority of her band last
spring. The approach certainly mutes
her recent strategies like performing
Aretha Franklin’s "Respect" clad in
black leather, or her move into acting

via a Kenny Rogers Gambler" TV
movie.
If you liked Kathy Mattea’s
"Where’ve You Been" hit, "For My
Broken Heart" is for you.
Side I conies close to being an
overdose of overwrought melodrama,
with the low point being the McEntireDon Schlitz penned "Bobby," which,
so help me, is a tribute to euthanasia.
"All Dressed Up (With Nowhere to
Go)" takes the same tone to addr,
the loneliness of a nursing home i.
dent. Several other umes take on 111,qe
personal issues, but too often the niall’rial is too hamfisted to be effective.

Professional Resume
Services

(408)263-0424
Quality & Inexpensive
Rainbow Products &
Services
Available evenings and weekend

Bus. Lir: #12644

;SPP
Ni A

Earn up to $25001 term managing
credit card promotions on campus
flexible hours

all 1-800-950-8472 ext.25

McEntire rises to do justice to the
better songs, like Joe Doyle and Rick
Peoples’ ’Buying Her Roses" and
"The Greatest Man I Never Knew,"
about the aftereffects of a distant
father-daughter relation:ship.

intimidated by the movers and shakers
of the capitol, but people went out of
their way to be welcoming."
Whether students are looking for
jobs in the capitol or even in the press
corps, it lets people "get to know who
you arc," according to Wynn.
"I went there at a really good
time," she said. "It was right after
Prop. 140 took effect so all the offices
had just cleared out. I got to actually
man some bills through the house."
This semester is the first time the
two $2,000 scholarships have been
offered. Interest from an endowment
Fund in memory of Tom Truax, a lobbyist and SJSU graduate who was
killed last year in a plane crash, provides the money.
To apply for the scholarship, students must fill out an application,

Her cover of ’The Night the Lights
Went Out in Georgia" epitomizes the
strengths and weakness of "For NI)
Broken heart"
She invests the kitschy tune with
sincerity, leaving out the irony that
even Vicki Lawrence brought to a

AN OPEN

To:

write a short essay and survive an
interview.
"It’s a simple application,"
Christensen said. "There are no fixed
standards for approval. We do look at
grade point average, but because
they’re going into an internship enviromnent, the interview says a lot. It’s
important how they present themselves. They need to be outgoing."
Some background in local political
work or with previous internships is
also a key factor.
To get an application, students need to see ’ferry
Christensen, professor of
political science, in BT 451
or call hint at 924-5561.

song fraught with such Southern
stereotypes as "big bellied sheriffs"
and back woods Soumhermi lawyers.
**For My Broken Heart" is a laudable and brave concept only half realized.

LE I I ER

From:

Dr, Shelby Steck
English Depart iiincil
San Jose State I iOersity
1 Washington Square
San Jose, California 95192

THE RESUME MAKER

Dr, K halid Abdullah Tariq Al-Nlansour
601 California Street, Suite 300
San Francisco, California 94108
Telephone: 415 / 981-0296
Telefax: 415 / 981-2115

Dear Dr Steele,

Julie 3, 1991 I wrote to you pointing out the importance of addressing the topir of AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, BLACK RACIAL PRIDE, BLACK LIBERAL/C0NSERVA1 IN E
LEADERSHIP and FUTURE OF 0(1R RACE IN AMERICA. I proposed that you and I take
the joint initiative to debate these topics at some convenient public forum. You did
not respond. A follow-up telephone conversation from my office with you also
produced no response. Finally. I re -issued the challenge 00 my Saturday evening
IOTA (public radio) broadcast and again I have had no response. Accordingly, I am
now publically trying to obtain your consent to address these vital 6 puss. Should you
agree to accept this invitation, the materials upon which I x%II re I 111 ’nil pport my
positions are listed below.

On
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very much for your attention and consideration.
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And the students who are there will
get sonic, substantial experience and
meet influential people as well,
according to Terry Christensen, professor of political science and coordinator of the program.
"At least half of the students who
have gone have made employment
connections," he said. "It’s six units of
internship and six units of seminar
work. The classes are with all the
other interns and Sacramento faculty.
They also have guest speakers like the
president pro-tem of the senate,
assembly representatives, consultants
and lobbyists.
"It’s an excellent program in state
government and politics and it’s a
great way to make connections,"
Christensen said.
Wynn found making connections
easier than expected. "I thought I’d be

Reba McEntire’s singin’ the blues for her ’Broken Heart’
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They weren’t only to hit me on the
head with."
One woman in the audience
laughed especially loud at this and he
said, "Oh, you’ve been hit on the head
with books too, huh?"
’throughout Villasenor’s period of
finding his roots and dealing with his
anger toward the unfairness he experienced in the school system, his parents
seem to have been a positive reinforcement throughout.
It was they who persuaded him to
eventually go back to school and
obtain a diploma. It was they who sent
him to Mexico to discover his background.
Villasenor told his father that he
feared coming back to the United
States because, at age 20, he was so
mad he thought he would probably kill
someone. His father who told him, "It
takes more guts to have rage and not
kill.’ His father told him to take his
rage and make something positive
come out of it.
So Villasenor decided to write.
It wasn’t easy for him to write
because he had dyslexia. To improve
his reading ability, he read 5,000
bmiks in 10 years.
"Books have saved me. That’s
why I’m not in prison with all my rage
and anger," Villasenor said. He
attributes the success of his own books
to rewriting -- that is, 50 or 60
rewrites in some parts of a book.
A member of the audience asked
the author about his plans for his writing future. lie immediately said. "I
want to go home." But lie adds that he
plans to take ’01110 of the snares out of
nil pin dm’, i .ichil"Rain of Gi
dren’s book.
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IIJ Wekome to
Li Islam in the 2Ist Century
El Cultural Dynamism in the 2!’,! Century *
0 Seven African Arabian Wonders of the 1Vorld
Li 7’he Pentecostals: the Good, the Bad, the Ugly
0 lhe Civilized World ihat Columbus Failed to Discover "
El What the Traditional Black Leaders Will Never Tell Us
0 Black Americans at the Crossroads, Where Do We Go From Here?
LI Betrayal by Any Other Name: Black & Brown Liberal/Conservative Leadership & l’heir Friends *
Christianity, Islam and the Negro Race by Edward W. Blyden, 1887. Edinburgh Press reprint 1967
Authored b)

Klialid Alithillah Tang Ai-M/1111011r, pUbbbed by First Attn ui A14191111 Press from 1977 through 1991
Contas i the ’’iii,. at the alto, address to

1,hlain any ist these indllwalmns.
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Ed Wessel, junior aviation major, sits silently and still in a mock POW
cage in memorial of American POWs and \I I As throughout the world.

Keeping watch
for the forgotten
Lall

Barr)

Gutierrez -

Daily staff photiv

Michael Ugajiii, left, and Eric Simla stand guard Sunday evening while Ed Wessel takes his
one-hour turn as a synitxilic prisoner of war. The SJSU Air Force ROTC staged this joint memorial to foster awareness of the soldiers still held prisoner or missing from Amer;can wars.

SJSU student 1 racey Rennie sat motionless in the 3by-3 bamboo cage while Pat O’Hara stood outside to
guard her from 10 to 11 am. Monday.
A 24 -hour vigil, beginning Sunday, was held by
chapters of the Air Force ROTC in memory of the soldiers that are prisoners of war or missing in action.
SJSU students volunteered to enact scenes of prisoner
of war camps through the day and into the night.
Some portrayed prisoners. huddled in tiny, cramped
cages. Oth:rs sternly stood guard.

The vigil started at Ii a.m. Sunda). with the presentation of the American flag and the national anthem played
on trumpet by two students. Students traded roles as
symbolic guards and prisoners every hour until 11 am.
Monday, when the vigil ended.
"One hour is not a long time when you think of what
the POWs go through," said Rennie. who is a sophomore majoring in nursing.
According to The National League of Families of
American Prisoners and Missing in Southeast Asia, there
2,296 Americans still held prisoners or missing in action
from the Vietnam War.

AIDS Telethon gets boost from Johnson’s HIV relevation
LOS ANGELES (AP) An
AIDS telethon, given a boost by
Earvin "Magic" Johnson, raised $1
million and black churches nationwide
confronted Monday questions of
whether they’ve done enough to
address the AIDS issue frankly.
In other developments, the 463 store Target discount store chain said it
may pull a commercial starring the
basketball superstar as inappropriate,
while The Broadway department store
chain said in full-page ads Monday
that some proceeds from Johnson
sweat shirt sales would go to HIV
research.
And the Bush administration is
considering naming Johnson to the
National Commission on AIDS to
replace commission member Belinda
Mason, who recently died from AIDS,
the Los Angeles Times reported
Monday.
The first AIDS CableThon, carried
by 60 California cable stations
Sunday, picked up hundreds of thousands of dollars more in pledges than
expected, and organizers Monday
credited the response to Johnson.
Many of the pledges came in
amounts of $32 in honor of Johnson,

who wore jersey No. 12 for 12 years
with the Los Angeles I.akers. He
announced Thursday he had tested
HIV-positive and was retiring immediately from the National Basketball
Association team.
"It was an earthquake," said
Michael Weinstein, president of the
AIDS Healthcare Foundation, which
sponsored the telethon. "We went back
to corporations that had said, ’No,’ on
Friday and raised many thousands of
dollars more. It just sort of created a
spirit where everybody wanted to help
and wanted to give."
Meanwhile, black churches, which
have been criticized for skirting discussions of AIDS, vowed Monday to
tackle the issue head-on.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson called for
ministers across the country to "reemphasize the historic message of the
historical value ,t1 an ethical lifestyle."
He called on celebrities and sports figures also to speak up for a "new
national attitude towards safety."
Pastors at black churches in
Washington. Houston, Miami, St.
Louis and other cities across the country said they planned sermons, seminars and other works hir their conga’-

gations to address AIDS.
The Rev, M. Andrew Robinson Gaither, pastor of the 200-member
Faith United Methodist Church in
South Central Los Angeles, said discussions of AIDS have posed problems for
black preachers because it relates to the
tricky issue of sexuality.
"I think some of us will be a little
more open and less judgmental," said
Robinson-Gaither, whose church has
had an AIDS program since 1987. "I
want to believe that. I’m praying for
that. I think we will lose a whole generation 01 people from this disease if
the church doesn’t become the focal
point in the community on this issue."
Meanwhile, Roman Catholic
Cardinal Roger Mahony, archbishop
of Los Angeles, praised Johnson for
going public and his willingness to
take on the AIDS cause. The cardinal
added he hoped Johnson would stress
chastity when speaking about AIDS.
It is my fervent hope that Magic
will preach the most powerful message of all to our youth: that sexual
relations belong only within the context of marriage," Mahony said.
The fallout from the Johnson
announcement also rippled through

the business world.
The Target Stores discount chain,
based in Minneapolis, said it is uneasy
about airing a commercial featuring
Johnson because its lighthearted tone
might appear insensitive, the company
said.
"The commercials ... are very
Magic very lighthearted, frolicky
and whimsical," said George Hite, the
company’s vice president of public
and consumer affairs.
We looked at those spots and in
lulu of the (AIDS) virus it might be
insensitive to run these spoLs because
the %au. he has is not funny."
Hite stressed that no final decision
would be made on the commercial
until the store chain speaks with
Johnson’s representatives. He said
other parts of the campaign, including
billboards and in-store signs, would
not be dittoed.
In Los Angeles, The Broadway
chain of 43 Southern California stores
ran lull -page ads for sportswear
Monday with the message: "We
believe in Magic."
The ad said that a percentage of the
proceeds from the Magic Johnson line
ot CC.11 \WHO 0,, to IIIV research

INTERESTED IN LIVING
& WORKING IN JAPAN?
The Japan Exchange & Teaching(JET)Program, sr,
by the Japanese Government, is seeking college gradu.tics
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positions beginning August 1992 as Assistant English Teacher.
(All) or Cc Jordinators in International Relations (C1R). Japanc.sk
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women?
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pornography be protected speech under

the First Amendment?
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Health agency reports 75 percent of HIV infections passed heterosexually
GENEVA (Al’) -- About 75 percent of people with the AIDS virus
worldwide were infected through heterosexual sex, but it still accounts for a
small fraction of cases in North
America and Europe, the World
Health Organization said today.
The Geneva-based agency said up
to 5,000 people are infected each day
and predicted the number of HIV
cases may rise four-fold by the end of
the decade.
However, tests of possible AIDS
vaccines arc planned for Thailand,
Uganda, Rwanda and Brazil, said Dr.
Michael Merson, head of the U.N.
health agency’s AIDS program. The
which will involve several
tests
thousand volunteers and could begin

mark a departure
in about a year
from previous approaches favoring
early testing on animals.
About a dozen potential vaccines
were being tested, and several more
may be available when testing starts.
Merson, however, advised against
having too much hope for the vaccines.
"The major point is that we’re not
going to have a vaccine today and
we’re not going to have a vaccine
tomorrow," Merson said. "We have to
do everything we can to inform the
public now of the risks and the need
for safer sex."
Merson said an estimated 8-10
million adults carry the human
immunodeficency virus that leads to

AIDS.
WHO reports heterosexual intercourse was responsible for HIV infections in most Third World nations, particularly in Africa.
"We have predicted that by the year
20(X) there will be 40 million adults
and children infected with HIV," he
said.
It usually takes about 10 years
before a person with HIV to show the
full signs of acquired immune deficiency syndrome, which attacks the
immune system and leads to death.
WHO said heterosexual intercourse
was "overwhelmingly" responsible for
the spread of HIV in sub-Saharan
Africa, where an estimated 6 million
people carry the HIV virus and

900,000 babies have been infected by
their mothers.
In Asia and Latin America, the
virus is also spread mainly through
heterosexual practices, said the agency.
WHO said there has been a 40-fold
increase in reported AIDS cases in
Central Amenca during the past four
years, and that 10,000 H1V-infected
children have been born in Latin
America.
In the United States, 100,000 HIV
infections through heterosexual sex
have been reported since 1985, and
3,1(10 heterosexual AIDS cases were
reported last year.
The federal Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta reports 3 percent of

’We have predicted that by the year
2000 there will be 40 million adults
and children infected with HIV.’
Michael Merson
!lead of the U.N. health agent y’s AIDS program
American men and 34 percent of
American women with the HIV virus
were infected through heterosexual
relations.
In Western Europe. 1,309 AIDS
cases through heterosexual sex were
reported last year, WHO officials said.
Homosexual men and intravenous
drug users have accounted for most

cases in North America and Europe.
But the Pan American Health
Orgaization said the number of infix: Lions from heterosexual relations is on
the rise in the Western Hemisphere.
Merson said Magic Johnson’
annoucement that he has the HIV
virus may help promote greater condom use.
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You don’t have to travel
to Philadelphia

Tune Up Special $25.00
10% off parts & accessories
with this coupon, labor excluded.
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Sandwiches:
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Hours
MWF 11-7 SPARTAN BICYCLES
TTH 11-8 18-8 S. 8TH (near Santa Clara at.)
SAT 10-6
293-7925
EXPIRES 1 1-1 5-91
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THE TECH Museum.
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STEAK

POTATOES

CHICKEN

HOAGIES

VEGGIE

DESERTS

SAN JOSE
CAPITAL OF SILICON VALLEY

November 3, 1990 marked the oper
of Silicon Valley, formerly known as the Gar
Silicon Valley companies began.
The Thch combines hands-on eihit
an interactive media lab for visitors of all a
further information. The Thch isopealliese

is now located across the street
in the Pavilion Shops
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150 So. First St. F9
San Jose
298- 5388
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Downtown Events
Last Week
Ends Nov. 16

"Baby with the Bathwater"
City Lights Theater Company

City Lights Theater Company opened it’s 1991 - 92 Season with "Baby with
the Bathwater" by Christopher Durang and directed by Bridget Kowalczyk.
For tickets /information, call 295-4200.

Nov. 16 - Dec. 1

95

11-3 M)N.-FRI.
Lamb, Beef, Vegetarian
’innbinalion, Chicken
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’ The Rock and
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Science Fiction
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CD’s, Tapes & Records
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91 E. Santa Clara St.. betwee
(408) 971-92
Mon -Fri 9:00am-7:(X)pm Sat

283-0822
r.-44 4,4
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Flamenco Show - Juerga

JOSE

BUFFET

The Flamenco Society of San Jose invites you to a jam session featuring
Flamenco dancers, guitarists and singers on Sunday, November 24 at the
Holiday Inn, Park Center Plaza in downtown San Jose. Doors open at 6:30
p.m. - Show begins 7:00 p.m. Donations are $7 at the door and $5 with a
student I.D. card. Current Flamenco Society subscribers gei in free. For
information, call 723-0345.

Call the San Jose Downtown Axmociation’a 24-hour
FYI line for upcoming event,. at 295-2265, ext. 0483.
For a free 20-page Money Saver coupon book or a
pocket-the Downtown Directory, call 279-1775.

299 Keyes St. San

1.I. N011 (’AN EAT

c’P
$6 .

"The Turn of the Screw"
Opera San Jose

From Benjamin Britten comes The Turn of the Screw - a gristly, gritty,
ghost story at the Montgomery Theater. For tickets/information,
call 288-7077.

November 24

$
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Wheel Alignment
Front End Rebuilding
-Shock Absorbers
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New & Used Books

RecycIe
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138 E. Santa Clara
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Migraine sufferers have twice the risk of stroke
Blood vessels may
expand more in
extreme headache
sufferers, study says

JoAnn L. Manson, one of the authors
of the study.
She emphasized that this was a preliminary finding that points to a need
for further research. She also said the
findings would apply to women as
well as men.
Dr. Seymour Diamond of the
Diamond Headache Clinic in Chicago,
the nation’s oldest and largest private
headache clinic, said the finding was
"very significant and very important."
"It shows that people with
migraines have more unstable or fragile blood vessels," he said.
The study suggests that using
aspirin or other drugs to prevent

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP)
Men
who get migraine headaches are twice
as likely as others to have a stroke,
providing possible clues to the causes
of the disorders, doctors said Monday.
"We’re not implying that migraines
themselves are causing stroke, but
rather that migraines may be a marker
for increased risk of stroke," said Dr.

inigraims might help prcyciii suokcs.
Diamond said.
"If I was a migraine sufferer, I
would talk to my physician," he said.
The study, directed by Julie E.
Bunng of the Harvard Medical School
in Boston, was presented Monday at
the annual meeting of the American
Heart Association. It found a statistical
association between migraine
headaches and strokes. It did not
directly address the questions of what
might be causing the disorders.
But Manson said the study suggests
that the blood vessels of the people at
risk may contract and expand more
than the blood vessels of others.

Such changes in blood VCSSCI sire
are linked to migraines and can cause
strokes if the blood vessels constrict
too much, she said.
Another possibility is that the highrisk individuals are prone to more
clumping of blood cells called
platelets, which help to form clots. The
most common form of stroke, called
ischcmic strokes, occurs when clots
impede blood flow in one of the arteries nourishing the brain.
In the Harvard study, men with
migraines were found to have two
times the risk of ischemic stroke. They
had lower risks of other forms of
stroke, so their total nsk of strokes was

slightly lower, about double that of
others.
The study was based on analysis of
the health history of 22,000 U.S. male
doctors, who were between ages 40 to
84 when the study began in 1982.
Manson, who is not a headache
specialist, said she did not believe that
prevention of migraines would help
prevent the risk of stroke.
Diamond disagreed. "If we can cut
down the number of attacks, there’s
going to be less damage" to the blood
vessels, he said.
He said he has found chronic
changes in blood vessels in the brains
of people who suffer from niigraines.

It shows that people with migraines
have more unstable or fragile blood
vessels," he said. It is consistent with
the new findings.
Migraine headaches are more common in women than men, and it will
be important to confirm these results
in women, Manson said. She said,
however, that there is no reason to
believe the findings will differ in
women.
Interestingly, the niigrame sufferers
in the study did not show an increased
nsk of heart disease, meaning that the
abnormality may occur only in the
brain’s blood vessels, not in those that
nourish the heart, Manson said.
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Kodak Copies
Manuals/Reports
Flyers/Poster
Color Copies
Offset & Full Color Printing
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CompleteBrake Service
-Wheel Balancing
Used & New Tires
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duaeunt of Innovation
arked the opening of The Thehnology Center
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lands-on eihibits with an industry lab and
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You spend hours preparing your term papers
and reports. Show them off with quality copies
and professional binding at Kinko’s.
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Body agony

plays second
fiddle to
mental pain
ops. Crashed again.
Wiping out on a motorcycle in the din is usually
a painless experience, but
accompanying the an of
,rashing is a variety of emotions that
cause more mental than physical
anguish.
The big one is the "check your
boots" feeling that your last crash
broke something important on your
bike.
Such a mishap usually means an
inoperative bike, and a five-mile hike
pushing 250 pounds of worthless
steel.
The "check your boots" feeling
should be familiar to anyone who has
just discovered a big lump of dog-doo
stuck to her/his shoes after walking
through the carpeted living room at
grandma’s house.
You get this feeling after "dumping
it," dropping the bike at a slow speed,
or partaking in a "big chew," dropping
the bike at a relatively high speed.
After picking yourself up off the
ground and trying to straighten the
bent human portions, the next step is
to pick the bike up, look at it, and
hope that it works.
Usually, it’s OK, but lately I’ve
been experiencing more broken levers
and bent mechanical portions than in
the past.
The hardest part is when the bike
has done a few cartwheels and is now
resting in a pile of loose silt, buried
from view.
I start to wretch at the thought of
what could’ -e happened while I was
trying to stop sliding into a tree. Dogdoo on the carpet is easier to fix than
broken levers.

0

Another feeling is the "I wonder if these stars represent
lost brain cells" feeling. I
experienced this last
Sunday, while racing a friend and
preparing to make an awesome pass
on the inside of a turn, he decided to
get out of control and hooked my
front tire with his footpeg while exiting the turn.
After a few milli-seconds of trying
to defy gravity,! hit the ground headfirst.
The initial shock subsided and the
little white stars started flying, lasting
a good minute or two. I didn’t count
them, but I figger i lossst a cupplc uv
IQ poirrz thaht dai.
The most disputed crash-induced
sensation is the "did anyone see that?"
reaction to a wipeout. Motives vary
for this feeling.
When I lose it, I’m overcome by
the usual paranoia that my mishap
was witnessed by half the world, and
that they’re laughing at me like a dirty
pack of hyenas on ether. It’s nice to
have someone around to lift your bike
off of your head, but being observed
by others at your weakest moments
can make you feel a little like Jimmy
Swaggart.
Others feel differently about public
crashes. Old Friend Matt never made
it in Hollywood because he’s never
been there, but any opportunity he has
to show off he takes.
If someone like Bette Midler is a
ham, then Matt is the entire slab of
pork butt with no fat trimmed off.
One time a video camera was
brought out during a riding session. It
was an expensive, hand-held model
that did everything but walk around
by itself.
With cameraman Sam aiming and
shooting. Matt went ape, pinned the
throttle, and launched his bike into the
air on an uphill jump.
However. he launched poorly
and learned quickly that he
was going to crash. The
bike went down along with
Mau onto the hard-packed dirt. What
Matt did next was to jump up off the
pound like some reject from a Toyota
commercial, throwing his arms into
the air like he just won something on
’The Big Spin."
Luckily, Sam was focusing in on
ferret burrowing into the arch of hi i
foot, and neglected to preserve Mali -.
pathetic antics for posterity.
Anyway, onlookers just make the
personal trauma of having to spit out
bits of Manzaniui hush after a crash
worse for people who aren’t into self.
humiliation.
Although I don’t crash a lot on the
Matt scale, I still touch base with
Mother Earth with alarming frequency.
But at least I don’t enjoy it.
John Ressa’s weekly dirt-bike
pluton runs on Tuesdays.
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High Five America defeats Spartans
A nti-drug team
ruins SJSU’s
pre-season
hoops opener
By Pete Buren
Daily stall swam
After High Five America defeated
SJSU’s basketball team 87-79 in
Thursday night’s exhibition game at
the Event Center, assistant coach
Alexander Gomelski had nothing but
praise for the Spartans.
"You have a nice team," Gomelski
told SJSU head coach Stan Morrison.
Nice may be a generic term, but it
is certainly taken as a compliment
when it comes from the mouth of a
man who coached the USSR
Olympic basketball team for 32
years.
This "nice" Spartan team played a
mean game in the paint and dominated near the hoop in Thursday’s conThe Spartans scored 52 of their 79
points inside the key. SJSU also
pulled down 38 rebounds, three more
than the High Five America squad.
But despite their inside play,
Morrison’s club could not come up
with the victory.
The visitors proved to be the more
experienced team and the young
Spartans could not effectively match
up with them.
High Five America, a team consisting of former college stars which
tours the country to promote drug
awareness, came into the contest with
three games already under its belt.
"The biggest problem we had was
defensively," Morrison said, "an experienced team like this will take you
apart."
The explosive High Five America
offense dissected the SJSU defense,
with six players scoring in double figtires.
Forward Dexter Howard, who last
starred at Pepperdine, led the way
with 22 points. Guard Troy Lewis, a
former All-American from Purdue,
contributed 14 points to the winning
effort.
The Spartan high scorers were
guard Terry Cannon and center Mike
Brotherton, who each chipped in 16
points on the night. Brothcrton also
grabbed a game-high II rebounds.
Reserve center Daryl Scott came
off the bench to add a much-needed
spark for SJSU and finished with 14
points and seven boards. It was a significant game for the senior, who
missed most of last season due to a
blood clot in his leg.
"He did a nice job, particularly
since he hasn’t played since last
December," Morrison said.
High Five America controlled the
game from start to finish, not once
relinquishing the lead. At halftime,
they held a 48-36 edge courtesy of a
solid .545 shooting percentage.

Spartan point guard Trevor Pope drives with the ball during a
pre-season exhibition game agai ist High Five America at the
They maintained their advantage in
the second half behind the inside play
of Howard, who had 13 points in the
period. The Spartans could get no
closer than eight points in the first
16:50 of action.
But SJSU made a run with just
over three minutes remaining in the
game. Forward Jason Allen hit two
consecutive jumpers to pull the
Spartans within 79-73.
SJSU point guard Alphonso Dc La
Nuez then buried a 15-footer near the
baseline as the clock hit 2:05. This
made the score 79-75, but the
Spartans would get no closer.
With time running out, SJSU’s
offense faltered and they were forced
into a fouling frenzy. High Five
America connected on eight straight
free throws in the last 1:12 to help
secure the victory.
"The game was decided on the free
throw line and it was our fault,"
Morrison said.
The Spartans will face the Latvian
National Team next in an exhibition
game on Friday night. Tipoff will be
at 7:45 in the Event Center.

Men’s golf team leads
at USF Invitational
Daily staff report
After one round of competition, the
SJSU men’s golf team is leading a
field of 17 teams in the USF
Collegiate Invitational tournament.
The Spartans are leading Pcpperdine,
which is currently in second place, by
thre,e’strokes.
Other local teams participating in
the tournament are the University of
San Francisco, UC-Berkeley and
Stanford. USF is currently in sixth
place, Cal is in 11th place and
Stanford is in 16th.
SJSU senior Sal Enriqucz is tied
for the individual lead at the end of
one round with a score of 71.
Enriquez is currently in a three-way
tie with UC-Irvine’s William

Read the
Daily’s
SJSU
Spartan
football
coverage
every
Monday

Yanigashawa and UC-Santa Barbara’s
Jeff Knight.
Enriquez has placed in the Top 10
three times this year, but has yet to
win a tournament.
"He is a good, steady performer,"
head coach Dick Schwendinger said.
Other Spartans displaying outstanding play are junior Bob Jacobson,
senior Jeff Arneson and junior Brian
Paulson.
Coach Schwendinger believes that
after the Spartans’ performance this
season, they are headed for a Top 20
ranking. Their last ranking was No.
24, according to Schwendinger.
The USF Collegiate Invitational is
ilk. Spartans’ last tournament of the
,,I

Datly stall photographer
I,CSIIC SAIIM31111
Event Center Thursday night. SJSU lost by a 79-87 score. The
Spartans host the Latvian National Team on Friday.

Former Soviet coach helps
spread anti-drug message
By Kim Carter
Daily staff writer
Former USSR basketball coach Alexander
Gomelski has teamed up with High Five America head
coach Rle Nichols in a nation-wide quest to fight
against drug and alcohol abuse.
They use the athletic arena to send their anti-drug
message to thousands across America.
High Five America consisLs of former collegiate
basketball athletes who tour around the nation to speak
out against drugs.
High Five America claimed victory over SJSU
’Thursday night and presented a speech at halftime dealing with personal experience with family and friends
concerning alcohol and drug abuse.
During halftime, High Five center John flatten
spoke about a personal experience with a family member using drugs.
He said that he saw his father split his mother’s
throat because his father was under the influence or
drugs.
Gomelski has, been with the team for two weeks and
feels that the platform is very important.
"This program is very important because drugs are a
big problem not only in the United States but in the
USSR, too," Gomelski said.
Gomelski coached basketball in the Soviet Union

rom 1956 to 1988.
The Soviet team won the gold in basketball in the
1988 Olympics.
Basketball in the Soviet Union is much different
than in the United States, according to Gomelski.
"We practiced only three weeks at the most before
Seoul, Korea," he said.
Gomelski and Nichols are working together to form
a team of five top Soviet basketball players along with
five U.S. players to travel the world and speak against
drug and alcohol abuse.
During this NCAA-sponsorcd National Tour.
involving 50 U.S. cities, High Five America will reach
150,000 people in live audiences and 50 million
through the media.
Drug abuse is especially high among the young, and
the purpose of High Five is to relay the anti -drug message to these kids.
Fifty-seven percent of all illicit drugs are sold on
school campuses from the sixth grade through college
and the average age of first drug use is now 12 years
High Five would like to set up drug education training seminars for youths and adults across America.
-Trained High Five athletes would go into the
schools and speak out against drugs," Nichols said. "It
would be nice to have High Ili . tubs in high schools
across the country."

Cal may be out of major bowl picture
BERKELEY (AP) -- The
California Golden Bears, the new kids
on the bowl block, find they may be
the odd ones out of New Year’s Day
major bowl picture, but could wind up
with a blockbuster of an alternative.
The Bears arc ranked sixth in the
country with a 9-I record, but will
probably get squeezed out of college
football’s traditional Jan. I lineup of
major bowl games.
There was a point where it looked
like Cal could wind up in either the
Fiesta Bowl or the Sugar Bowl, hill
the situation m 1%1 o. whiluar Itbc,r

BETTER MONEY!
BETTER FUN!
BETTER HURRY!
Bennigans in Santa Clara is now hiring , fun,
friendly people for part-time host/hostess
positions
Applications accepted Mon -Fri 2-4 PM

"I don’t know where we stand to
be honest about it," Cal athletic director Bob Bockrarn said Monday.
Cal’s best txist-season bet appears
to be a shot to play in the Blockbuster
Bowl, a second-year event that will be
played on Dec. 28 in Joe Robbie
Stadium in Miami.
But even a list o the Blockbuster
Bowl, which will pay its participants
at least S1.8 indium apiece, depends
on a number of d 1..I eient scenarios
involving several top -ranked teams
which have yet to play themselves out.
I he Illo,kkitei lti I c. flow

very much in the hunt," Kx:krath said.
"We’re very glad they came forward.
We needed soniebridy, frankly."
Another jiusslirlirs tor the Bears
appears to be the Holub (rtlIs Howl,
which is played on Jan. I. but is considered a cut below the Sugar, Cotton,
Orange, Rose and Fiesta howls.
Bad timing and Notre Dame seem
to have shoved the Bears outside of
the major bowl picture.
The Fiesta Bowl was no longer a
possibility when the bowl committee
said it would not change the game’,
Lite shirt III’ iii

BREAK DOWN THE BARRIER
Any Sz All Spiritual group leaders welcome
"Let’s get acquainted" Luncheon

Friday Nov. 15th at 12:30
At the CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
located at 10th & San Carlos
adjacent to Roberts I3ookstore

ZiENJIAtISN’
415o GREAT AMERICA PKWY, SANTA CLARA
(408) 741-0378

../4111

For more info call 298-0204

1
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WORLD EVENTS

0 A irliner crashes in
Brazilian city,
killing 17
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil (AP) -- A
Brazilian domestic airliner plunged in flames
into a public square in the city of Recife on
Monday, killing at least 17 people, including
two on the ground. 0 Globo TV reported.
The TV network said the Nordeste airline
plane had just taken off from the northeastern
Brazil city bound for the tourist island of
Fernando de Noronha, off Brazil’s Atlantic
Coast.
The twin -engine, Brazilian -made
Bandeirates plane was on fire when it began
its fall into the southern sector of Recife,
which has more than 1.2 million residents, the
report said.
Globo showed film of rescuers at the site
and ambulances carrying off victims.

II San lose State University

SJSU WEATHER:

Sunny, highs in mid-70s. Overnight lows in
TODAY
mid-40s to 50s. TOMORROW Mostly cloudy and a bit cooler. Highs in upper 60s.

EC toughens
tobacco warnings;
bans new product
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP)
The
European Community nations on Monday
ordered health warnings placed on all tobacco
products by mid-I996, and banned sales of a
new type of snuff.
But the EC health ministers meeting in
Brussels deferred debate until next year on
banning all tobacco advertising across the 12nation European Community.
Britain. Germany, Denmark, the
Netherlands and Greece oppose a blanket
ban. Tobacco ads have already been banned
from television screens in Europe, as they are
in the United States.
EC officials -- citing 431,0(X) tobaccocaused deaths in its 12 nations each year
have proposed extending the advertising ban
to newspapers, magazines and billboants.

The training, scheduled to end Nov. 21,
falls under a recently signed defense cooperation agreement between the two governments.
The emirate is trying to rebuild the
nation’s 16,000-nation army, crushed in the
invasion. Military experts say it would take
about five years to get it to levels sought by
the Kuwaitis.
About 1,500 Germany -based U.S. troops
remain in Kuwait. They are scheduled to
leave in December.
The Saipan did not take part in the war,
but 65 percent of the Marines stationed
aboard it did.

Officials said the E(7 health ministers will
discuss a complete ban early next year after
the European Parliament, the 518 -member
EC assembly, has given its opinion on the
matter.
The EC followed the example of Belgium
and Denmark in barring the sale of "oral moist tobacco" across the community as of
July 1, 1992. The tobacco is like snuff
pinches of which are placed between lip and
butts contained in a porous bag.
gum
The health ministers agreed that as of July
1, 1996, all tobacco products must carry two
health warnings, one citing health risks and
another that each EC state may select from a
list of IS.
Some of the latter warn of the danger of
inhaling secondary smoke or compare the
number of smoking -related deaths to traffic
deaths.
Cigarettes already carry two warnings in
Europe, and other products such as pouch
tobacco have one.
The EC health ministers added one warning to the optional list, ,AI ii h says "Smoking
causes addiction."

o Husband and wife
electrocuted while
watching fire
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) A
California woman and her Australian husband
were electrocuted while they were watching a
fire in Bangkok, police said Monday.
The victims were identified as Catherine
Sinn, 36, whose hometown was not available,
and her husband, Maxwell Edry, 42, of
Sydney, said police Capt. Suchinda Sopha.
The fire on Fnday destroyed at least 10
houses and killed a Thai, Suchinda said. He
said Sinn and F_dry, who lived nearby, walked
over to watch the blaze and apparently were
hit by a falling electric power line.
Sinn taught part time in a local college and
Edry was doing academic research, Suchinda
said.

ED Kuwait, U.S. joint
exercise begins
ABOARD THE USS SAIPAN (AP) It
was dcja vu all over again Monday on the
shores of Kuwait. U.S. Marines hit the beach
for a joint amphibious exercise with the
Kuwaiti military.
It was the second joint maneuver since the
Persian Gulf War ended in February, when a
U.S.-led multinational force drove Iraq from
Kuwait.
No amphibious landing took place during
the war, though a bluffed landing was a key
part of the allied strategy of outflanking Iraqi
defensive forces concentrated along the gulf.
Some 2,300 U.S. Marines, airmen and
sailors aboard the Saipan and two other
amphibious ships arrived Sunday to join
Kuwaiti niilitary forces in an 11 -day exercise
dubbed "Eager Mace."

Aussies urged to
take midday break
from sun
SYDNEY, Australia (AP)
An anti -cancer group appealed Monday or Au.stralians to
take a four-hour midday break from the sun to

CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
15,000.000 MEDICAL/HEALTH
insurance coverage fur students
thru Blue Cross of California Rates
as low as $20 per month. For
brochure, call
(4081 252.7300
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office v(sits. teeth cleaned and
/trays no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll noel For brochure see
AS Office or
Call 800655.3225

lilies
NonGood
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY
296.5270
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 9-2

COMPUTERS

APOLLO COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Specializing n IBM cornuatiLies
Complete systems as low as $435
Apollo can build a computer to
16 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO
Only 15 min. from 5155. we are meet your Specific rteeds! We also
offering lower rates for SJSU stu- hells students upgrade their existing
dents and staff who need working computer sustemsr We’re nappy to
practice tapes, band/songwriter answer questions Please call us cit
(408) 295-0869
demos and 256 track midi-recording Call for Into VITAL SOUNDS
408 2740909
RAISE S500...$1000...S1500
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
For your fraternity, sorority, team or
other campus organization
Absolutely no investment required.
Act now for the chance to win a
Caribbean cruise & fabulous antes,
Call 1-8009508472. wet 50
REMEMBER WHEN sex was safe
and skydiving was dangerous,
Play It safe’
Bay Area SkydNing 510 634 7575
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED for
Inner City children / youth
Serve with Cityteam Ministries
Ibuth outreach In bible clubs.
tutoring. discipleship
Hours flexible Bernie Ashby
1408) 998-4770
AFRICAN CONNECTION bookstore
Books, greeting cards games etc
463 So Bascom An San lose. Ca
CASH FOR COLLEGE. Scholarship
Quest has over 300,000 sources of
available college cash Our person
allied Financial Planning Report
finds the hidden scholarship
sources for you Call for a free Corry
of ’10 Ways To Stretch Your Scholarship Chances’ 408 7318226
ARE YOU APPLYING
TO GRADUATE SCHOOL/
It,,’ Princeloo Rescw
Law. Pre-Business and other
prospective graduate students
nterested in taking a FREE LSAT,
.MAT or GRE diagnostic exam Call
,.11441288 96/4 to matte your
h.ervation Cell Today’
"MR. BLUE GREEN" has current
Cell teen Products ’algae & ac,
dolpholus etc I on hand now SPe
Clal money making/saving plan for
sororities, hats groups Get brain
food/body rebuilding items from
Vector In SH 211 or write: Plan 196.
P.0 am 9, S.1, CA 95103 Phone
408 4928827 Free yeast self test
OPEN RIBLE
Oh, put God to the test and see
how kind tle 41.
Honor your father and mother.
that you may have along,
good life
You must not murder
You must not commit adultery
You must not steal
You must not lie
You must not be greedy
S Cha PO Box 160315
Cupertino CA 95016

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats,
4 wheeler, motOrhomes, by FBI,
IRS, DEA Available your area now
Call 805 882-1555 Est C 1255
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Ser vice
Special Student Programs
Serving S1SU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’

FOR SALE

STOP MUGGERS, RAPISTS, drag
gies in their tracks. Instantly, safe
and legal Money back guarantee
Better than tear gas. - 288-6818
114 VW .1E17A GI. 4 DR. S SPD 738
mi Kenwood pullout New tires etc
Great cord E3550 otto 374,9694

HELP WANTED
WANTED:
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUNTEERS.
Make a di) Terence in the life of a
mentally ill Person Reach out 3
hrs a week as a community friend
Training is provided Cali 4360606
GERMAN STUDENT WIU. PAY FOR
correcting assignments
Call 298-1011. 6-10 pm
DON’T GET A CLERICAL Mel
WOMEN & men, try VALET PARKING
F/PT. must drive stick shift.
clean DMV, good comm
$6 00/hr plus tips
CW11415)397 4546
HELM
I have too moth busily,.
Calli4081 727 5950
GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOORI
New quick service pasta restaurant
opening in Dec Now interviewing
for service counter & kitchen per
sonnet Call Pasta Mb a -730.5782
N 1st/Trimble. 1 blk from It Rail
START 57 - 5.00 PER HOUR
Day Swing Grave shies Ft/Tit
Weekly pay
SecurIty/Reception/Hgh tech
Excellent benefits
Credit union Medical insurance
No Experience Required
Immediate Interviews
Apply Elain Spot, Mon Fri
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd Santa Clara
(bet* San Tomas Exp / Okott)
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediate
iv’ No experience necessary Pro
cess FHA mortgage refunds Work
at home Cali 1 405 321 3064
NEW GOURMET ITALIAN restaurant
in WillOw Glen Is hiring for all
positions, servers, cooks. etc
Fun lob Will work with student
Schedules AMA’ in Person
1012 Willow St 9/1 /080
NO DORKY HATS OR SCARY
uniforms. list a fun cool place to
work! Flex Ins fl/PT days or
nights Drivers $7 -Sit /hr
18 yrs . own car, ins , cln dins
PIZZA AGO GO
Wtsr, Clara
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup
per’ Applications accepted M F
2 305 00 1235 Oakmaad Kw,
Sunnyvale. 245 2911 Conveniently
located off Hvey 101 & I aswence
Evtivh See you soon,
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ease the highest rate of skin cancer in the
world.
The New South Wales state Cancer
Council suggests restructuring school activities to keep pupils out of the sun between II
am. to 3 p.m., the worst hours for ultraviolet
radiation.
People traditionally suffer the most radiation damage during their childhood, the council said.
The latest figures show 140,000 new cases
of melanoma develop in Australia each year,
basically from cumulative ultraviolet radiation. The incidence ranges from 25 per
100,000 in Tasmania, a state off the southeast
coast, to 45 per 100,000 in subtropical
Queensland.

Five correct You’re the next
contestant on "The Price is
Right." Three to four Ed says
you’ve won a million. One to
two
You get a free subscription to the Spartan Daily delivered to several bins on campus.
O How many people met in Tower
Hall on Friday for the first meeting of
the Presidential Search Advisory
Committee?
How
large a grant did the SJSU
nursing department receive from the
Valley Foundation?

e Name the panda that gave birth

LAWN AERATION SALES
110. HOUR.
Guaranteed
weekends
Green Thumb Lawn Service

UKE NEW 1 BR APTS.
Bright A, airy
with AEK. OW. AC Gated parking.
Intercom. laundry
Two roommates 0 K
Rent $685-$850
Also rent monthly peeling only
Quiet, nice for staff
1 block from Campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER
2974 7052 SOMA / 2 BATH APT.
5145 -795 a month Walk or ride
bike to school 780$ 11th street
Laundry facilities, security bag..
cable TV wail Remodeled, very
clean Call mg, 288-9157

ROOM FOR RENT IN VICTORIAN.
6th/Reed Shared kitchen & bath
room Off St. parking & aundry rrn
MODEL SEARCH 91 Cosmopolitan $315 mo Inc util Bob 377 3353
ihter natural mcdeiing agency seeking M / F for fashion, print and T V
ROOMMATE WANTED. Rent
commercial work For free evalua$21250 2 bed / 2 bath share
... Call 1746090
room 148£ Williams. Gateway
Apt s Contact Ben King 971-4708
01 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
hour fraternity, sorority, or other
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS
campus group can earn between
2 bdrrn / 2 bath start $765 Free
$500-51000 In less than 7 days.
basic rave TV, Security Gates.
You pay absolutely nothing
Remodeled Roomy and clean
Call 1.800735.2077 Ext. 3
5065 11th St
Call Dan .M5-525(s or
Stew- ’’111790
BUSINESS MAJORS
Work for us and learn first hand
now a small business operates We
need ambitious, part-time workers
to tio everything from telemarketing
to shipping and receiving. Flexible
ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE,
hours, close to comp.’s.
Call Federal Communications at
e.,,eprtrle,sr,
408/2196233 for appointment
a0, .4. articles
Ask for lennifer Lynes
Sample copy 52, year $12
PO Box 7010. Van Nuys, CA
91409-701(1
POP SYSTEMS has job openings
41 ritlytech computer industry
COMPUTERMATE,
Excellent opportunity for graduating
marketing majors. or any
low cost dating sersice
graduating senior Call
FREE brochure, PO Box 612112,
(408) 9440301 for interest in a
S1 CA 95161 2112
full-time of part time account
800 4219199 ’Agents Wanted’
executive posrt ion open
RECIPE. OR CHILD DEV/ED
MAJORS! Small World Schools IS
hring teachers and SubStituteS for
OW 9 preschool (642 units ECE
preferred) and 12 school-age
Icr
E units o Ic I programs We
nave both full lime and parttime
positions Flexible hours available
Our centers are open 6am to 6 pm
k sow ence preferred but not
required Call 257-7326
POSTAL JOBS AVAIUMLEI
Many positions Great benefits Call
80568? 75..15 let P3310

HQU$11_41
ROYALE APTS.
2 ba /lba starting at $125 mo
Free basic cable TV Modern appliances Walk to S1SU $100 off 1st
months rent 381 E William at 9th
Traci 9710869 Leave message
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Large
Pennon, in house which is located
bucks from Campus Very clean
and quiet $300 per month
including all utilities 295 2355
DOG AND CAT LOVING 111 01 /ARIAN
I eniale wanted to share furn So
St home. near Almaden Eva with
same Ian 1st to lune 1st Private
Minn & bath $250 /MO, share
inintles Call 2865753
PRIVATE ROOM-1/2 Meek SJSU
Avail 11/1 Turn No smoke Prof
respells male student 297 7679
APT. FOR RENT 1 studi0 11320
rno 1 harm $440 no 185 E San
I ernando Close to STSU Can
2800888 or 2940757
11115,5110.- WHY RENT? 1 bed
room condo, very private, inside
utilities. 2 patios, close to public
transportation and MU Agents
Neill 288-7985 Michael 498.8189

SERVICES
TUTOR. Math, Physics, Comp. Set
Group cl,scount,
cAlt (51o) 4476508 for aola

BARE IT AUJ PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL Stop shaving-waxingtweezing-or using chemicals Let
us permanentry remove your
unwanted hair Back, Chest. Lip.
Bikini, Chin, Tummy. etc Students
& faculty 15% diSCOunt. 1st apPI
1/2 lanCe if made before December
25th Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621E Campbell Ave a17
Campbell. Call 408 379-3500
Gwen, Trish or Menke
Registered Electrologisis

TUTORS FOR OUTREACH
Program College prep students
Mt View HS 415 940-4627-Sarah
REPOSSESSED IRS Foreclosed
tomes available at below market
value Fantastic savings. You repair
Also S&L bailout properties Cali
805 682 7555 Fe H1513
WRITING. RESEARCH SERVICES.
All suhects Paper. thesis
development, assistance
Qualified writers
Editing Resumes
Work guaranteed Reasonable
Berkeley (415)841-5036

40556

PERSONAL

CUSTOM MADE RESUMES
All formats available
Call David -629.1488

LEARN TO FLY?
All levels, prNate through
commercial. Special 1 hour, Intro.
ductory fight for $35151. Cad lint
at 1408) 7233146 for details.

TRAVEL
FREE TRAVEL Air couriers and
Cruiseships Students also needed
Christmas. Spring and Summer for
Amusement Park employment Cali
805 682 7555 Est F-166

ADVERTISE YOUR SERVICE
in the Spartan Daily Classified
Call 9243277

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii. Mexico, Eurepe, U 5
Make your Christmas plans now
Call for low airfares
408 997-3647 Arlene

FREE COLON ANALYSIS and makeover Professional Image Consultant Quality products at 40%-75%
less than retail Tracy - 947-1537
CAREERPRO RESUMES-995-5758
1625 The Alameda)? miles S1SI
Advertise to Major EmployersStudent Discounts - Nationwide

WORDPROCESSING
CALL UNDA TODAY
for experienced, professkral word
Processing Theses, term papers,
group projects. etc
All formats including AM
Quick return
Transcription services available
Almaden / Branham area
Phone 2644504

ELECTROLYSIS CUNICI Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
Confidential Your own sterile
probe or disposable
Call 247.7486.
335 S Haywood Ave San lose
SO% DISCOUNT on all
PERMANENT COSMETICS.
Enhance your natural beauty.
Eye imer Eyebrows - Lips Cheeks
Small scars blended
Expires 12-25.91
Call Trish at 40E1 3793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621E Calepbeil As* 117
Campbell CA 95008

QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses resumes. let
ters. reports All formats Steno
sevIce Pick up and delivery for
large lobs 20 years
experience MA in Eng.isn
Call Margaret
Sam to 8 pm. at 2516775
EXPERIENCED A AFFORDABLE!
Term papers theses, manuscripts
etc Call Gina 33141038.

VOICEMAIL SS. PER MONTH No
deposit mstailation Or 61,130511
costs Private and secure Simple
To use Cal. 408 4210589 for info

TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
next to Orginai boas

lu

twins on Sunday in China.
0 When is the advance registration
deadline for Winter Session 1992?
What play being performed by the
Theatre Arts Department ends
Wednesday?
ANSWERS: 1) There arc fourteen mernbers
the committee, including one student 2)
5100,000. 3) tong Dong. 4) Deadline is
Thursday, Dee. 12. 5 "Holy -Ghosts," playing an
the Studio Theatre a HEM 103.
Edited by Corey residac
Spartan Dail!, Assistant New c tutor

FAX:
PHONE:

COMPUTER RETAIL SALES - Want
to have fun, while still maintaining
your school schedule. & get peat for
n too? Then you will be glad to know
that ComputetWare. the original and
best Mac software / hardware
resettle,, has immediate PT sales
openings at our Sunnyvale store
Candidates must be highly Mac literate Duties Include cashiering.
product demos, and customer support Cover Whirr & resume to Personnel. ComputerWare, 2800 W
Bayshore Rd , Palo Alto, CA 94303

QUIZ

NEWS

TYPING WORDPROCESSING
$I 50$2 00 oage
Macintosh laser print
Notes, Pagers, letters,
flyers, resumes. etc Free editirg
Doty mann Business Center
325 S 1st St 1st Fl 2830700
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
$2 PER PAGE
EILEEN 2261459
SANTA CLARA Secretarial Sem
984.2268 Near SCU
Term papers Resumes Etc
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade
Good spelling and grammar
also help Let this
English leacher assist
you in improving your
G PA Foreign students
welcome Call Barbara
at WRITE/TYPE14081 295.7438
I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING.
Located near Blackford H S
Cali Mary lane - 985.1819
AAANI IDIPERIENCED TYPIST.
Let me do the typing"
Resumes, term papers, theses.
etc Grad & undergrad Available
days (eves & weekends by appt
IBM Comp r Laser printer
Cali Anna 972-4992
ATTENTION GRADSI
Let me assist you with your
Masters thesis ’protect
preparation Expertise on
APA/Turaban formats & Grad
Office requirements Will Edit
grammar punctuation sentence
structure (former English meta)
Word Perfect & HP Laser
Willow Glen area
Call Mrs Morton
266.9448 daily 8-8
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing, Term Paper,
Theses. Graduate Work, APA 8,
Turablan Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Design & Layout
laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oaknage Mali 224.6395

924-3282
924-3277

EXPERIENCED WORD Processors.
familiar with APA.’Turee,en
formats. Science and English
batTers our specialty Free spell
check/storage Low.cost editing
and grapnics Resumes ano other
services available
Masterson’s Word Processing
Cal. Paul or Virginia 2510449
LETTERS, RESUMES. FLYERS
and small jobs by a Pro
Laser printing
Free disk storage
Call Evelyn at
EDP SERVICES
270,8014
CALL MARSHA 2669448
for word processing with
Word Perfect 5 1 and HP Lass- ii
Specialize editing, e g . grammar.
sentence structure, formatting
AA. Turabian, MIA) Can also edit
your 51/4 disk in WP 50/5 1 or
ASCII Assistance with a.’
phases of thesis, term pope. A.
resume Preparation
ESL students welcome
Wooer Glen area
WHEN THE BEST
IS AU. YOU NEED!
Papers Typed
Laser Printer
Spell Check
$1.90 pp and up
Evening & weekend appts
Berryessa/Evergreen
2544565
AFFORDABLE A DIPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Terre papers
reports, group Papers resumes
letters, theSeS laseronnte,
etc All formals Pius APA
Speficheck ponctoa...grammar assistac
All work guarantee’
Call PAM 247-2681, 8arn
for worry free professional
depencabe service
WORD PROCESSING
Friendly home typist using
Word Perfect & Laser printer
Near Bcklinger & De Anza Blvd
12 years legal experience
Suzanne 446-5658

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)
ECEIODOODOLIECIEDOEDDOODEIDOEIOCIECIF
OCIODOCIDERIOOODIDOCIECOODOCIDOODEEL,
ODOLIEODOCEJOCHDOODECEICIOCIEDODOCE1E
FEEIECICIEEECH:ECICIIMEIEEEClOODOPECIDE

Please check
your classification:

Name

AD RATES,

MINIMUM

One
Day

Two
Days

3

LINES ON ONE DAY

Three Four
Days Days

Five
Days

Address
City. State

3 lines

$500 $600

$700

$800

$900

4 lines

$600 $700

$800

$900

$1000

51ines

$700 $800

$900

$T000 $1100

61ines

$13 00 89 00

$10 00811 00 $1200

Each additional line $1 00
Each additional day $1 00

SEMESTER RATES,

ALL IS!’

5 9 lines $70 00
10.14 lines $
15.19 lines $110 00

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

Announcements
Zip

Phone
I

I

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
Classified desk located inside Wahiquist Lbrary North 102
Deadline Two
days DOM* publicatton N Consecutive publicans:ins dates only No refunds
On cancelled ads

Automotive
Computers
For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Personal
Services
Stereo
Travel
_Wordprocessing

Feeirwellitartnieementama.1
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Drinking
and driving
numbers
game: legal
may not
mean safe
- Nlost states use a bloodalcohol concentration of 0.10 percent
to define legal intoxication, but that
standard is under attack from activists
who say legal driving is not nec;essarily sate driving.
Five slates California, Oregon,
Utah, Maine and Vermont already
have reduced their legal limits to 0.08
percent, and groups such as Mothers
Against Drunk Driving are urging
other states to follow suit.
MADD would like to take it even
further, making zero the legal standard
for drivers under age 21.
The activists cite studies showing
that driving skills can be impaired
after just one drink. That raises bltxxlalcohol concentration, or BAC, to
about 0.02 percent in a 150-pound
person.
With two or more drinks, judgment
and the ability to gauge distances start
diminishing, just as an alcohol induced feeling of self-confidence
kicks in.
Most states already set 0.04 percent as the legal limit for drivers of
buses, trucks and other commercial
vehicles.
Studies of national crash records
show that by the time drivers reach a
BAC of 0.06 percent, they’re twice as
likely as sober drivers to cause a collision. A 1(X)-pound person can reach
this level with two drinks; a 160 pound person with about three drinks;
and a 200-pound person with about
four drinks.
Drivers with a BAC of 0.08 percent are four times more likely to
crash than sober drivers. A 100-pound
person can reach this level with three
drinks; a 160-pound person with four
or five drinks; and a 2(8)-pound person with six drinks.
Only time can reduce the amount
of alcohol in the blood.
Once drinking stops, the body’s
BAC drops at about 0.015 percent per
hour. For example. someone with a
BAC of 0.13 percent needs about two
hours to reach 0.10 percent, and about
five hours to reach 0.05 percent.
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Navy flight demonstration team adds new pilots
PENSACOLA. Ha. (AP) Three
new pilots joined the Blue Angels as
the Navy flight demonstration
squadron closed its 45th season.
The new assignments were
announced Saturday as the Blue
Angels concluded their March through -November schedule with a
homecoming show at the Pensacola
Naval Air Station. The squadron per-

forms at about 40 sites each year.
Joining the Blues for 1992 are Lt.
Lam/ Packer of Glendora, Calif., U.
Douglas Thompson of Orange Park,
Fla., and Lt. David Stewart of
Parshall, N.D.
Packer and Thompson will fly the
No. 2 and No. 3 jets in the six -plane
show team while Stewart will serve as
narrator. Stewart also will fly Blue

Angel No. 7, a two-scat version of the
F/A-18 Hornets used to give publicity
rides to celebrities and news media
representatives.
Leaving the team are Lt. Cmdr.
Lee Grawn of Omaha, Neb., LL Cmdr.
Dave Inman of Memphis, Tenn., and
Lt. Matt Scanlon of Port Washington,
N.Y.
Marine Capt. Ken Switzer of

Bozeman. Mont., will move from narrator and No. 7 pilot to the No. 6 jet,
one of two solo positions.
Cmdr. Greg Wooldridge of
Springfield, Ill., will remain as the
squadron commander and pilot of the
No. I jet. Lt. John Foley of Laguna
Niguel, (’uhf., also will slay on but
move from the No. 6 to No. 5 jet, also
a solo slot. U. Pat Rainey of Southern

Pines, N.C., will go from Ni,. 3 to No
4.
Grawn and Foley had a close call
Oct. 31 while practicing over Opalocka in South Florida for the Miami
Air Show. Their jets collided in midair but sustained only minor damage
and neither pilot was hurt. No performances were canceled as a result oi
the mishap.
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